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An abstract elementary class non-axiomatizable
in L(∞,κ).
Simon Henry
Abstract
We show that for any uncountable cardinal λ, the category of sets of
cardinality at least λ and monomorphisms between them cannot appear as
the category of point of a topos, in particular is not the category of models
of a L(∞,ω)-theory. More generally we show that for any regular cardinal
κ < λ it is neither the category of κ-points of a κ-topos, in particular, not
the category of models of a L(∞,κ)-theory.
The proof relies on the construction of a categorified version of the
Scott topology, which constitute a left adjoint to the functor sending any
topos to its category of points and the computation of this left adjoint
evaluated on the category of sets of cardinality at least λ and monomor-
phisms between them. The same techniques also applies to a few other
categories. At least to the category of vector spaces of with bounded below
dimension and the category of algebraic closed fields of fixed characteristic
with bounded below transcendence degree.
1 Introduction
1.1. Determining which categories can be obtained as categories of points of
a topos is in general a difficult question. In this paper we answer a question
asked by Jiˇr´ı Rosicky´ that he asked during his talk “Towards categorical model
theory” at the 2014 category theory conference in Cambridge:
Show that the category of uncountable sets and monomorphisms between cannot
be obtained as the category of point of a topos. Or give an example of an abstract
elementary class that does not arise as the category points of a topos.
This is also mentioned in section 5 of [2]. And we will prove some more general
claims along the same lines ( 2.9, 3.3).
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1.2. This question of whether a given category is the category of points of a
topos should be of interest to model theorist for the following reason:
Theorem : A category is the category of points of a topos if and only if it is
the category of models of geometric theory and morphisms of structures between
them.
This is (a relatively weak form of) the very famous theorem that every geometric
theory admits a classifying topos and that every topos is the classifying topos
of such a theory. We refer the reader to any good topos theory book for a more
detailed introduction to these ideas, for example [6], [5] or [3].
A geometric theory, in a signature Σ (including sort, functions and n-ary rela-
tions) is a theory whose axiom can be written in the form:
∀x1, . . . , xn, (P (x1, . . . , xn)⇒ Q(x1, . . . , xn))
where P and Q are “geometric proposition” i.e. they are built from:
• True and False.
• Atomic formulas, i.e. equality or relation applied to terms (which are
either variables, or function in Σ applied to variables)
• Finite conjunction (“and”).
• arbitrary disjunction (“or”).
• existential quantification ∃.
The asymmetry between disjunction and conjunction and ∃/∀ in these theories
comes from the fact that they are made to be studied in an intuitionist frame-
work. But even in purely classical framework it plays a very important role in
the theory.
Given a theory using axioms in L∞,ω, i.e. axioms allowing both arbitrary (in-
finite) conjunction and disjonction. The process of “Morleyisation” allows to
turn it into a geometric theory, at the price of changing the signature (see for
example D1.5.13 of [5] for an explicit description of this construction for finitary
first order logic, a description of a similar construction for Lκ+,κ can also be
found in [4], this is also briefly alluded in section 3.4 of [7]).
Essentially, it consists in adding to the signature two new relation symbols for
each relation definable in L∞,ω corresponding respectively to the proposition
and its negation, as well as new axioms that only forces these new relations to
be what they are meant to be.
As this requires changing the signature, it generally changes the morphisms. If
we follow the “maximal” Morleyisation described above and add new relations
for each definable proposition, this makes the morphisms exactly the elementary
embeddings of the L∞,ω-theory. Though depending on the theory, it might be
possible to take only partial Morleyisation, i.e. only adding the symbol that are
needed and to get other notion of morphisms.
As a consequence of this, a special case of J.Rosicky´ question is to show that
the category of uncountable sets cannot be axiomatised in L∞,ω. We will show
more generally (using the notion of κ-topos) that:
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1.3. Theorem : For any cardinal λ and regular cardinal κ < λ, the category
Setm>λ is not equivalent to the category of models and elementary embeddings of
a theory axiomatizable in L∞,κ.
The argument can also be adapted to show similarly that the category of K-
vector spaces of dimension at least λ and linear monomorphisms between them,
as well as the category of algebraic closed fields of fixed characteristic that are
of transcendence degree at least λ over their prime field, cannot be obtained as
models of such theories as well. This will be briefly discussed in section 5.
2 The Scott topos construction (Joint work with
Ivan Di Liberti1)
2.1. The category of points of a topos is not arbitrary. If T is a topos, then its
category of points Pt(T ) is always an accessible2 category, moreover it has all
filtered colimits. Indeed, a point p of T is a functor:
T
p∗
→ Set
which preserve arbitrary colimits and finite limits, we take morphisms of points
to be just natural transformations between such functors.
As filtered colimits commute to both finite limits and arbitrary colimits, a fil-
tered colimits of points (in the category of functors) is again a point.
In particular, if f : T → E is any geometric morphisms then the induced functor
Pt(T )
f
→ Pt(E) preserves filtered colimits.
This induces a functor:
Pt : Topos→ Accω
where Accω is the category of accessible category admitting filtered colimits and
functor preserving filtered colimits between them.
2.2. We can construct a left adjoint to Pt, that we denote S. It is defined as:
SA = {F : A→ Set|F preserves filtered colimits }
morphisms being just the natural transformation.
Proposition : SA is a Grothendieck topos.
Proof :
As finite limits and arbitrary colimits both commutes to filtered colimits, SA
has finite limits and arbitrary colimits, which are computed objectwise (i.e. in
1The construction of the adjunction S ⊣ Pt presented in this section and some of its
property comes from an unpublished joint work with Ivan Di Liberti. As he did not took part
in the proof of the main result of this paper ( 2.8, 3.3) he decided to not be included as an
author of the present paper.
2We refer to [1] for the general theory of accessible categories.
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the category of all functor). In particular it clearly satisfies all of Giraud’s lim-
its/colimits axioms: coproduct are disjoint and pullback stable, congruences are
effective with pullback stable quotient, as those can all be checked “objectwise”.
So it only remains to check that SA is an accessible category.
If we fix some cardinal λ such that A is λ-accessible, and with Aλ the category
of λ-presentable objects of A one has an equivalence:
SA ≃ {F : Aλ → Set|F preserves λ-small ω-filtered colimits}
Which shows that SA is sketchable (i.e. it is written as a category of functors on
a small category preserving to some colimits, see [1, sec 2.F]) hence accessible by
[1, Cor. 2.61]. To prove the equivalence above, one observes that A = IndλAλ,
hence the category of functors from A to Sets preserving λ-directed colimits is
equivalent to the category of all functors from Aλ to Sets (by Kan extension in
one direction and restriction in the other).
Through that equivalence, the functor from Aλ to Sets preserving λ-small ω-
filtered colimits corresponds exactly to the functor from A to sets preserving
λ-directed colimits and all λ-small ω-filtered colimits of λ-presentable objects.
But this second condition is easily seen to be equivalent to the preservation of
all ω-directed colimit.

2.3. Proposition : The functor S defines a left adjoint to Pt:
S : Accω ⇄ Topos : Pt.
Proof :
Let T be a topos, and X ∈ T be any object. Then p 7→ p∗X gives a filtered
colimit preserving functor Pt(T ) → Set This defines a functor T → S(Pt(T ))
which clearly commutes to all colimits and finite limits. Hence it corresponds
to a geometric morphisms S(Pt(T ))→ T .
Given A an accessible category with all filtered colimits, and a ∈ A an object,
the functor of evaluation at a gives a points of the topos SA, and this is produces
a functor A→ Pt(SA) preserving all filtered colimits.
It is then easy to check that these two functors are natural in A and T and
satisfies the usual relations to be the co-unit and unit of an adjunction between
S and T .

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2.4. As suggested by the title of this section, the letter “S” is for “Scott”, and
we refer to “SA” as the “Scott topos of A”. The reason is that this construction
is a categorification of the usual Scott topology on a directed complete poset:
Definition : Given a poset P with directed supremums, a Scott open subsets is
a subset U ⊂ P such that if u =
⋃
ui is a directed supremum and u ∈ U , then
∃i, ui ∈ I.
Scott open forms a topology on P , called the Scott topology on P . The definition
of a Scott open can be rewritten as a function:
P → Ω = {⊥,⊤}
which is non-decreasing and preserves directed supremums. A poset with all
directed supremums is in particular an accessible category with all filtered col-
imits, and this descriptions of Scott open identifies them with the subterminal
objects of our Scott topos SP . Indeed, the terminal object of SP is the functor
P → set constant equal to {∗}, so a subobject is a functor sending each p ∈ P to
either {∗} or ∅ and preserving directed colimits, i.e. a non-decreasing function
P → Ω preserving directed supremums:
Proposition : The frame of Scott open of a poset P with directed supremums
is the localic reflection of the Scott topos SP .
It is not clear to us if SP is in general a localic topos when P is a poset, i.e. if
the geometric morphism SP → Sh(SP ) induce by the proposition is always an
equivalence. In practice it seems to be quite often an equivalence, but it also
seems unlikely to be true in general.
2.5. The general properties of this adjunction are still unclear at this point, so
I will not discuss them further. This might be the object of a future work. I’ll
just mention the following:
2.6. The unit of adjunction A→ PtSA is not always faithful:
Proposition : The functor A → PtSA is faithful if and only if A admits a
faithful functor to the category of sets which preserves filtered colimits.
See example 4.14 in [2] for an example of an accessible category with directed
colimits with no such faithful functor to set, and hence for which the unit of
adjunction is not faithful.
Proof :
If A → PtSA is faithful then evaluation at a bound3 of the topos SA produces
such a faithful functor, and conversely if there is such a faithful functor, then it
gives a single object of the topos SA such that evaluation at this object induces
3For example the coproduct of representables sheaves for any small site of definition of the
topos
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a faithful composite A→ PtSA→ Set functor, which shows that A→ PtSA is
faithful.

2.7. Given an accessible category A with directed colimits, a good place to
start if one wants to know whether A is the category of points of a topos is to
compute SA. Indeed the adjunction S ⊣ Pt, means that the data of a functor
F : A→ Pt(T ) preserving filtered colimits is the same as a geometric morphism
F ′ : S(A)→ T .
Moreover one recover F from F ′ as the composite:
A→ Pt(S(A))
Pt(F )
→ Pt(T ).
In practice, it seems to happen quite often that A ≃ PtSA in which case the
problem is solved. If A→ PtSA is not an equivalence, it might still be the case,
as far as we know, that A is the category of point of a different topos. But this
impose serious restriction: for example if A = PtT , it must be the case that
A is a retract of PtSA with the retraction preserving directed colimits. This
can either give hints on what T should be or produce a proof that A is not the
category of point of a topos. Our main result in this paper is an application of
this idea:
2.8. Let λ be any cardinal, and let Setm>λ be the category of sets of cardinality
at least λ and monomorphisms between them. In section 4, we will show that:
Proposition : For any λ > ω the inclusion Setm>λ ⊂ Set
m
>ω induces an equiv-
alence:
SSetm>λ ≃ SSet
m
>ω
Moreover, we will see that SSetm>ω identifies with the Schanuel topos Sh(Set
m
<ω, Jat)
(see 4.9). It is well known that the Schanuel topos is the classifying topos for
the theory of infinite decidable sets, so in this case the canonical map:
Setm>ω
≃
→ PtSSetm>ω
is an equivalence.
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2.9. Corollary : For any uncountable cardinal λ, the abstract elementary class
Setm>λ is not equivalent to the category of points of a topos, in particular it is
not equivalent to the category of models and elementary embeddings of a theory
axiomatizable in L∞,ω.
Proof :
We mentioned before that the category of models of a L(∞,ω)-theory and ele-
mentary embeddings between them is the category of points of the classifying
topos of the Morleyisation of the theory.
If Setm>λ ≃ Pt(T ) for some topos T , then this isomorphism is adjoint to a
morphism:
S(Setm>λ)→ T
but then the isomorphism S(Setm>ω) ≃ S(Set
m
>λ)→ T corresponds through the
adjunction S ⊣ Pt to functor:
C : Setm>ω → Pt(T ) ≃ Set
m
>λ
which fits into the commutative diagram:
Setm>λ PtS(Set
m
>λ) PtT
Setm>ω PtS(Set
m
>ω)
≃
≃
≃
C
where the upper curved arrow is our chosen identification Setm>λ ≃ Pt(T ) and
the square on the left is just the naturality of the co-unit of adjunction Id→ PtS
applied to the inclusion Setm>λ ⊂ Set
m
>ω. In particular, C restricted to Set
m
>λ ⊂
Setm>ω is equivalent to the identity functor on Set
m
>λ (though the identification
PtT ≃ Setm>λ).
This yields a contradiction: consider A,B ⊂ λ two subset of cardinality λ such
that A ∩ B is of cardinality ω. By functoriality of C one has a commutative
diagrams:
C(A ∩B) C(A)
C(B) C(λ)
in Setm>λ. As A,B, λ are of cardinality λ, C is equivalent to the identity on them
(and on the maps between them), hence the intersection C(A)∩C(B) in C(λ) is
isomorphic to the intersection of A and B hence is countable. Hence the diagram
above induce a map C(A∩B)→ C(A) ∩C(B) which is a monomorphism from
a set of cardinality at least λ to a countable set, which is our contradiction. 
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3 The Scott κ-topos
3.1. We would now like to extend our corollary 2.9 to prove theorem 1.3. In
order to achieve that, we will use the machinery of κ-toposes developed by
C.Espindola in [4]. In what follows, κ will always denotes a regular cardinal.
3.2. Definition : A κ-topos is a κ-exact localization of a presheaf category. i.e.
a reflective subcategory of a presheaf category such that the reflection preserve
all limits indexed by diagram of size < κ (latter called κ-small limits)
.
In [4] they are called “κ-geometric toposes” and they are defined as the Grothen-
dieck toposes satisfying a further exactness property called property “T ” (see [4]
definition 2.1.1 and 2.1.1) which can be summarized as: “a κ-small transfinite
composition of covering families is a covering family”.
The fact that κ-toposes are κ-geometric in the sense of C.Espindola follows
from the fact this property T holds in the category of sets and only concerns
colimits and κ-small limits so it passes to all κ-exact localization of presheaves
categories. Conversely, within the proof of his theorem 3.0.1, C.Espindola shows
that if a site with κ-small limits satisfies this property T , then the corresponding
localization is κ-exact. By applying this to any site of definition with κ-small
limits of a κ-geometric this shows that conversely any κ-geometric topos is a
κ-topos.
A κ-geometric morphism between κ-toposes T → E , is a functor E → T which
preserves all colimits and κ-limits. In particular, a κ-point of a topos is a functor
T → Sets which preserves all colimits and κ-limits.
The connection between points of toposes and models of L∞,ω-theories has been
generalized by C.Espindola in [4] to the similar connection between κ-points of
κ-toposes and models of L∞,κ-theories (C.Espindola described Morleyisation for
Lκ+,κ, but everything generalizes immediately to L∞,κ) . So theorem 1.3 above
follows from:
3.3. Theorem : For any cardinal κ < λ the category Setm>λ is not equivalent
to the category of κ-points of a κ-topos.
In order to prove 3.3, we will follow the exact same strategy as for the proof of
2.9, appropriately generalized to this context of κ-toposes. The following claims
have the exact same proofs as their finitary counter part proved in section 2. For
the proof of the third points one needs to use the characterization of κ-toposes
among Grothendieck toposes by C.Espindola’s transfinite transitivity property
(property T ).
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3.4. Proposition :
1. If T is a κ-topos, the category Ptκ(T ) of κ-points of T is an accessible
categories with κ-filtered colimits.
2. Ptκ defines a functor from the category κ − Topos of κ-topos and κ-
geometric morphisms to the category of Accκ of accessible categories with
functor preserving κ-filtered colimits between them.
3. Given an accessible category A with κ-directed colimits the category:
SκA = {F : A→ Set|F preserves κ-filtered colimits }
is a κ-topos.
4. One has an adjunction Sκ ⊣ Ptκ :
Sκ : Accκ ⇆ κ−Topos : Ptκ.
3.5. In 4.9 we will prove more generally:
Proposition : For any κ 6 λ, the inclusion Setmλ ⊂ Set
m
κ induces an equiva-
lence of categories:
SκSet
m
λ
≃
→ SκSet
m
κ .
The proof of 2.9 then proves in the exact same way that this proposition implies
theorem 3.3 and hence theorem 1.3 as well.
4 Computing SκSet
m
>λ.
4.1. As the title suggest the goal of this section is to understand the topos
SκSet
m
>λ for any two fixed cardinal λ > κ with κ regular. More precisely, we
want to prove proposition 3.5, and proposition 2.8 which is essentially the special
case κ = ω.
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4.2. We start by introducing some objects of SκSet
m
>λ:
For any set V of cardinal strictly smaller than κ, the functor:
RV :
Setm>λ → Set
S 7→ {Monomorphisms V → S}
Is an element of SκSet
m
>λ. Moreover this construction V 7→ RV naturally defines
a functor:
R• : (Set
m
<κ)
op → SκSet
m
>λ
where Setm<κ is the category of sets of cardinal smaller than κ and monomor-
phisms between them. Our main result in this section is that the natural
“Nerve” functor:
SκSet
m
>λ → Prsh(Set
m
<κ)
op)
induced by R will identifies SκSet
m
>λ with the category of sheaves on (Set
m
<κ)
op
for the atomic topology (i.e. the topology where every non-empty sieve is a
cover). In order to prove that one needs to understand better morphisms be-
tween the Rv, and more generally morphisms from RV to any other objects.
4.3. We fix λ an infinite cardinal and F ∈ Sκ(Setm>λ), i.e. a κ-filtered colimits
preserving functor Setm>λ → Set.
Definition : An element x ∈ F (X) is said to have support in K ⊂ X if for all
f, g : X ⇒ Y one has:
f|K = g|K ⇒ fx = gx
For example, if v : Y → X is a map in Setm>λ and then for y ∈ F (Y ) the element
vy ∈ F (X) has support in Y . But the converse doesn’t have to be true, and
contrary to this observation the notion of “support in Y ” makes sense for Y of
cardinality smaller than λ.
Here fx, gx or vy of course means F (f)(x),F (g)(x) and F (v)(y). This abuse of
notation will be use constantly in the text.
4.4. Lemma : Fix a monomorphism τ : V →֒ λ, i.e. τ ∈ RV (λ).
Then for V ∈ Setm<κ and F ∈ SκSet
m
>λ one has a bijection:
Hom(RV ,F)
≃
→ {x ∈ F(λ)|x has support in τ(V )}
sending a morphism f : RV → F in SκSetm>λ to f(τ) ∈ F(λ).
Note that this is basically the Yoneda lemma, and the proof is essentially the
usual proof of the Yoneda lemma, where “τ” and the notion of support have
been added to fix the problem that the V ∈ Setm<κ are not part of the category
on which F is defined.
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Proof :
One easily see that τ ∈ RV (λ) has support in τ(V ), and this implies that given
a morphism f : RV → F the image f(τ) has support in τ(V ) as well. i.e. the
morphism in the lemma is well defined.
Conversely, given any x ∈ F(λ) with support in τ(V ) and given w ∈ RV (Y ), w
is an injective map from V to Y , for any extension w˜ of w to an injective map
λ →֒ Y , the value of w˜x only depends on w as x as support in V , so we define
wx := w˜x for any such extension w˜. One easily see that w 7→ wx is a natural
transformation from RV to F which sends τ to x. Conversely any morphism
f : RV → F sending τ to x is equal to this one: indeed given w ∈ RV (Y ) and w˜
an extension of w along τ as a morphism λ→ Y then w = w˜.τ so by naturality
of f one have fw = w˜(fτ) = w˜x.

In the rest of this section one will say that a set X is κ-small if the cardinal of
X is strictly less than κ. In the case κ = ω this just means finite.
4.5. Proposition : For any F ∈ SκSetm>λ, any element of F(X) admits a
κ-small support. I.e. it has support in a set V ⊂ X of cardinal strictly less than
κ.
The general idea of the proof is as follows. If κ-small sets where available in our
category, we could just say that:
X = colim
K⊂X
K κ-small
K
Hence as F commutes to κ-filtered colimits any elements of F (X) should be in
the image of F (K) for some κ-small K and hence have support in K. Of course
this is not possible has F (K) is not defined for κ-small K. Our proof will relies
instead on the following filtered colimits:
X
∐
X = colim
K⊂X
K κ-small
(
X
∐
K
)
(1)
And a few tricks organized in the following two lemmas.
4.6. Lemma :
• Let x ∈ F (X
∐
X) then x has support in X
∐
K for some κ-small K ⊂ X.
• Let x ∈ F (X) then there exists an isomorphism θ : X
∼
→ X
∐
X such that
θx ∈ F (X
∐
X) has support in the second component i2 : X →֒ X
∐
X.
Proof :
• This follows immediately from the colimits in (1).
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• As X is infinite, one can find an isomorphism θ0 : X ≃ X
∐
X , then
because of the colimit (1), θ0x has support in X
∐
K for some κ-small
subset K ⊂ X . As X has cardinal at least λ, and K strictly less than κ 6
λ, one can then find some automorphisms θ1 of X
∐
X that send X
∐
K
to the the second coproduct inclusion i2(X) ⊂ X
∐
X the composite θ1θ0
has the property required by the lemma.

4.7. Lemma : Let x ∈ F (X) which has support both in A ⊂ X and B ⊂ X
such that X = A ∪B and K = A ∩B is κ-small. Then x has support in K.
The fact that “supports intersect” seems to be true much more generally, but
the proof of this would involve a painful case distinction one the various size of
A,B their intersection, the complement of the intersection, etc... so I decided to
focus on the case which is useful to us. I haven’t really checked if all the cases
in the more general situation works, but this is strongly expected.
Proof :
Let A′ = A−K and B′ = B−K so that X = A′
∐
B′
∐
K. We start with two
monomorphisms f, g : X ⇒ Y such that f|K = g|K , we will gradually replace f
and g by new monomorphisms X → Y which agree with the previous one either
on A or on B (all called f or g for simplicity) ,hence, such that the value of fx
and gx remains unchanged, and at the end we will have f = g. This will prove
that fx = gx for the original f and g and hence that x indeed has support in
K has claimed.
Let µ be the cardinality of X . First, one modifies f and g to make sure that
both avoid some subsets Sf and Sg of Y of cardinality µ. This can be done
by modifying f and g only on A′, by shrinking the image f(A′) to a subset
V ⊂ f(A′) such that |V | = |f(A′) − V | = µ and letting Sf = f(A
′) − V , and
similarly for g.
If Sf ∩ Sg is of cardinality µ, then we redefine Sf = Sg = Sf ∩ Sg. If Sf ∩ Sg
is of cardinality strictly less than µ then we redefine Sf := Sf − (Sf ∩ Sg) and
Sg := Sg − (Sf ∩ Sg). In both case f and g avoids respectively Sf and Sg both
of cardinality µ and either Sf = Sg or Sf ∩ Sg = ∅. In the first case one can fix
a monomorphism i : A′
∐
B′ → Sf = Sg and make both (the restriction of) f
and g equal to it in two steps for each: one modifies f on A′ to make it equal
to i|A′ , as f avoids Sf the resulting maps is still a mono, and then one modifies
it similarly on B′, and one do the same for g. At this points f = g on A′, B′
and K, so f = g and the proof is done.
In the case Sf ∩ Sg = ∅ , one fixes a monomorphism i : Sg → Sf and one
modifies f so that it avoids Sg instead of Sf : first all the elements of A
′ that
were sent to Sg are sent to their image by i instead, and then one do the same
for the elements of B′ in a second step. At this point f and g both avoid Sg
and we are brought back to the previous case. 
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4.8. One can now easily prove proposition 4.5: Starting from x ∈ F (X) then,
because of the second point of lemma 4.6, it is isomorphic to a x′ ∈ F (X
∐
X)
by a θ : X ≃ X
∐
X and x′ is supported on the second component. By the
first point of lemma 4.6 one also has that x′ is supported in X
∐
K for some K
finite. Hence by lemma 4.7 it is supported in K. It follows that x has support
in θ−1K which is also finite.
4.9. Corollary : The functor:
R• : (Set
m
<κ)
op → SκSet
m
>λ
is fully faithful and dense. The induced topology on it is the atomic topology
(every non-empty sieve is a cover), hence this induces an equivalence:
SκSet
m
>λ
≃
→ Sh((Setm<κ)
op, Jat)
Finally if λ 6 λ′, the inclusion i : Setm>λ′ → Set
m
>λ is compatible this equiva-
lence, i.e. on has commutative triangle of equivalences:
SκSet
m
>λ′ SκSet
m
>λ
Sh((Setm<κ)
op, Jat)
Sκi
≃
≃
≃
Proof :
Applying lemma 4.4 to morphisms from RV to RW , and fixing some τ : V → λ:
Hom(RV , RW )
≃
→ {x ∈ RW (λ)|x has support in τ(V )}
with the map being evaluation at τ . An x ∈ RW (λ) is a monomorphismsW → λ
and it has support in τ(V ) if and only if its image is included in τ(V ), so this
shows that Hom(RV , RW ) is in bijection with monomorphisms from W to V ,
with the bijection being simply given by the functoriality of R•, i.e. R• is fully
faithful.
The density of R• is obtained by combining proposition 4.5 with lemma 4.4:
for any F ∈ Sκ(Set
m
>λ any element x ∈ F(X) is the image of a x0 ∈ F(λ) by
some maps λ→ X as X is the κ-directed colimits of its subobject of cardinality
κ. Then x0 has κ-small support by proposition 4.5, so one can construct a
morphism RV → F which has x0 (and hence x) in its image. This shows that
any object admit a covering (in the canonical topology of the topos) by the RV .
Note that for any monomorphisms V →֒ W , the induced map RW → RV is
an epimorphisms: indeed any monomorphism V → X with X of cardinality
greater than λ can be extended to W . So the induced topology on (Setm<κ)
op is
the atomic topology (every non-empty sieve is a cover).
At this point Grothendieck comparison lemma implies that the functor
SκSet
m
>λ → Sh((Set
m
<κ)
op, Jat)
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sending any object F to the (pre)sheaf V 7→ Hom(RV ,F) is an equivalence of
categories. For λ 6 λ′ the functor:
SκSet
m
>λ′
Sκi→ SκSet
m
>λ
Send the RV defined in SκSet
m
>λ′ to these defined in SκSet
m
>λ, and the descrip-
tion of morphisms between RV and another object F given in 4.4 shows that
the triangle of functor in the statement commutes and hence Sκi is indeed an
equivalence. 
5 Generalizations
5.1. The proofs above generalize easily to other categories than the category
of sets, for examples to vector spaces (using dimension instead of cardinal) and
algebraically closed fields (using transcendence degree). But it is quite unclear
to me, what are the assumptions needed in general to make this proof works.
They seem to involve both a good notion of dimension and some sort of Fra¨ısse´
theory available.
5.2. For example, I claim that all steps of the proof above generalizes to the
following claims:
Let K be any field and consider the category Aλ = K − V ectm>λ of K-vector
space of dimension at least λ and linear monomorphism between them. Then
following the same steps as the proof above allows to shows that:
SκAλ ≃ Sh((K − V ect
m
<κ)
op, JAt)
where K − V ectm<κ is the category of K-vector space of dimension smaller than
κ. Similarly one deduce that the map:
SκAλ → SκAκ
is an equivalence. And similarly to 2.9 one concludes that the category K −
V ectm>λ is not the category of κ-points of a κ-topos for any regular κ < λ. So is
not the category of models of a L∞,κ theory.
5.3. Similarly, if A denotes the category of algebraic closed fields of some fixed
characteristic, and Aλ the full subcategory of fields that have transcendence
degree at least λ over their prime subfield, then one also get isomorphisms for
any λ > κ :
SκAλ ≃ Sh((ACF<κ)
op, JAt)
Where ACF<κ is the full subcategory of algebraic closed fields of the same
characteristic as above whose transcendence degree over their prime subfields is
strictly smaller than κ. And as above, one deduce that the inclusion Aλ → Aκ
induces an equivalence of categories:
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SκAλ
≃
→ SκAκ
and that Aλ cannot be the category of κ-points of a κ-topos nor the category
of models of a L(∞,κ)-theory for any regular κ < λ.
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